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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

This paper addresses the important question of how the employment effect of
job security provisions depends on the persistence of macroeconomic
fluctuations. We characterize macroeconomic fluctuations in terms of how
transient or prolonged they are. We call a shock 'transient' when it has a high
chance of reversing itself; a 'prolonged' shock has a low chance of doing so.
We show that the more prolonged the macroeconomic fluctuations are, the
more contraetionary will be the effect of hiring and firing costs on average
employment, and the more expansionary will be their effect on average
unemployment.

We also examine how the employment effect of job security provisions
depends on the relative bargaining strength of employees and their employers.
In this regard, we show that the greater the employees' bargaining strength
relative to their employers, the more contractionary (expansionary) will be the
effect of hiring and firing costs on average employment (unemployment). Put
differently, the greater is the employees' bargaining strength, the less
prolonged the macroeconomic shocks need to be before job security
provisions begin to have a contractionary (expansionary) effect· on average
employment (unemployment).

We argue that these results can shed light on a famous problem: why has the
European unemployment experience been so poor relative to the United

. States since the mid-1970s, given that it compared so favourably with the.
United States in the 1950s and 1960s? In the 1950s and 196Qs unemployment
rates in both regions were historically low, but the average unemployment rate
in Europe was significantly below that of the United States. With each of the
major recessions since then - in the mid-1970s, the early 1980s, and the early
1990s - unemployment rates rose dramatically in both regions. But whereas
the US unemployment rate came back down each time product ,markets
recovered, the European unemployment rate climbed to a higher plateau in the
mid-1970s, a yet higher one in the early-1980s, remained high (relative to the
1950s and 1960s) throughout much of the long boom of the mid-1980s, and
rose again in the early 1990s.

Most economists agree that this phenomenon is unlikely to have a single
explanation. Some, for example, have argued that in many European countries
unemployment benefits and related welfare state entitlements rose in the late
1960s and throughout much of the 1970s, while they remained relatively stable
in the United States. Others have observed that European policy-makers have



relied heavily on taxes on employers and employees (such as payroll taxes
and unemployment insurance contributions) to finance unemployment benefit
payments, whereas US taxes on employment showed little corresponding
upward movement.

Another popular argument is that skill-biased technological change and
international trade have increased the demand for skilled labour relative to
unskilled labour since the mid-1970s, but that the wage differential between
the skilled and the unskilled has widened less in most European countries than
in the United States. Alternatively, European labour markets are alleged to be
prone to hysteresis on account of such factors as union behaviour, insider
membership effects, and reduced job search by the long-term unemployed 
factors that are less prominent in the United States. This phenomenon is said
to have prolonged the effect of the favourable labour market shocks on
European unemployment in the 1950s and 1960s, and also prolonged the
effect of the unfavourable labour market shocks since the mid-1970s.

In view of the well-known difficulties these explanations have had in providing
a full account of the comparatively favourable European labour market
performance up to the mid-1970s and the comparatively unfavourable
performance since then, this paper provides a different - albeit complementary
- hypothesis. It suggests that job security provisions - which have tended 10
be more generous in Europe than in the United States over the entire post-war
period - exert a quite different influence on employment and unemployment
when macroeconomic fluctuations are transient than when they are prolonged.
Under the relatively tranquil labour market conditions of the early post-war
period, the relative stringency of the European provisions may have served to
keep the average European unemployment rate low relative to the US rate; but
in the presence of the massive, prolonged shocks (in oil and other raw material
prices, exchange rates, interest rates, etc.) of the mid-1970s, early-1980s, and
early-1990s, the relative stringency of the European provisions may have
driven the average European unemployment rate up relative to the US rate.

Along similar lines, the rise in, the bargaining strength of European workers
over the 1960s and 1970s - a development not matched in the United States 
may have imparted a contractionary bias to European job security provisions,
particularly once the prolonged labour market shocks made their appearance.
Our analysis suggests that, not only do prolonged fluctuations and worker
power each individually give job security legislation a contractionary
employment bias, but these two effects also complement one another. In other
words, the rise in bargaining power of European employees over the 1960s
and 1970s may have made European employment more vulnerable to



prolonged labour market shocks since the mid-1970s, and the prolonged
labour market shocks may have amplified the adverse effect of workers'
bargaining power on employment.



1. Introduction

This paper provides a fresh examination of how job security provIsIons - firing

and hiring costs, in particular - influenc~ employment and unemployment. We focus on

both the direct effect of these provisions and their indirect effect via the wage

determination process, and we investigate how these effects depend on the persistence of

macroeconomic t1uctuations and the bargaining power of employees.

Much of the existing literature in this area examines the direct and indirect

effects of firing costs in isolation from each other, and pays scant attention to the

interplay between them. Nor does it consider the potentially important role of

macroeconomic fluctuations in determining the relative magnitudes of these effects. With

regard to the direct effect of tiring costs on average employment, the insightful

analysis of Bentolila and Bertola (1990) shows firing costs to stimulate employment: at

given real wages, fuing costs discourage firing more than they discourage hiring, since

firms that fire must pay the firing costs now, whereas firms _that hire may pay the

firing costs at some point in the furore. However, Bertola (1990) shows that if the

marginal product of labor falls steeply enough as employment rises, then the direct

effect may turn negative. Furthermore, Bentolila and Saint-Paul (1994) show that when

firms have heterogeneous productivity, so that some frrms are firing, while others are

hiring, and yet others are simply retaining their incumbents, then firing costs have an

ambiguous direct effect on employment. The reason is that not only do firing costs give

each firm a stronger disincentive to frre than to hire, but they also reduce the number

of firms engaged in firing by more than they reduce the number of firms engaged in

hiring. The above contributions, along with much of the rest of the literature on the

relation between job security and employment, focus on the direct employment effect of

frring costs, for given real wages. In Bentolila and Bertola (1990) and Bentolila and

Saint Paul (1994) the wage is assumed constant, and thus the indirect effect, via wage

determination, is eXclude~ from the analysis) Lindbeck and Snower (1988), on the other

1Bertola (1990) shows that if newly recruited workers receive their reservation wage,
this wage can offset the effect of firing costs on insider wages, thereby eliminating
the indirect effect. But this model does not allow for stochastic productivity shocks
and thus there is hiring but no firing. The greater is the tiring co~1, the greater will
be the insider wage, and consequently the lower will be the corresponding reservation
wage of the entrants, leaving the present value of the firm's wage payments per worker
unchanged. Consequently, an increase in the firing CO~l has no indirect effect (via
wages) on hiring. However, it can be shown that when the model is extended to a
stochastic framework in which firing is possible, an indirect effect reemerges. The
reason is that when an increase in the firing cost raises the insider wage and thereby
reduces the entrant reservation wage, the increase ·in the insider-entrant wage
differential stimulates firing and thereby reduces the firm's level of employment.



hand, focus on the the indirect effect and show that it is negative: the greater are the

tabor turnover costs, the greater will be the wages that incumbent employees can achieve

in the wage negotiation process, and thus the lower will be fIrms' labor demand.

This paper takes a different tack. It addresses the important question of how the

employment effect of job security provisions depends on the persistence of macroeconomic

fluctuations. We characterize macroeconomic fluctuations in terms of how transient or

prolonged they are. We call a shock "transient" when it has a high probability of

reversing itself; a "prolonged" shock has a low probability of doing so. We show that

the more prolonged are macroeconomic fluctuations, the more contractionary will be the

effect of hiring and firing costs on average e;nployment. and the JrUJre expansionary will

be their effeL1 on average unemployment.

We also examine how the employment effect of job security provisions depends on

the relative bargaining strength of employees and their employers: In this regard, we

show that the greater is the emploJ'ees' bargaining strength relative to their employers.

the more contraetionary (expansionary) will be the effect of hiring and firing costs on

average employment (unemploymentj. Put differently, the greater is the employees'

bargaining strength, the less prolonged the macroeconomic shocks need to be before job

security provisions begin to have a contractionary (expansionary) effect, on average

employment (unemployment).

These re~mlts may help shed light on a famous problem: why has the European

unemployment experience been so poor relative to the US since the ntid-1970s, given that

it compared so favorably with the US in the 1950s and 60s? In the 1950s and 60s

unemployment rates in both regions· were historically low, but the average unemployment

rate in Europe was significantly below that of the US. With each of the major recessions

~;nce then - in the mid-1970s, the early 19805, and the early 1990s - unemployment rates

rose dramatically in both regions. But whereas the US unemployment rate came back down

each time product markets recovered, the European unemployment rate climbed to a higher

plateau in the mid-70s, a yet higher one in the early 1980s, remained high (relative to

the 50s and 60s) throughout much of the long boom of the mid-80s, and rose again in the

early 1990s.

Most economists are agreed that this phenomenon is unlikely to have a single

explanation. Some, for example, have argued that in many European countries unemployment

benefits and related l'v'eljare state entitlements rose in the late 60s and· throughout much

of the 70s, while they remained relatively stable in the us.2 Others have observed that

2See, for example, GlUbb (1994) and Lindbeck (1995). Since the major increases in
European unemployment benefIts and welfare state entitlements occurred in the 1960s and
70s, while European unemployment continued its upward course for more than a decade
afterwards, extremely long lags in people's re~1'Onses to policy change are required for

2



European policy makers have relied heavily on taxes on employers and employees (such as

payroll taxes and unemployment insurance contributions) to finance unemployment benefit

payment'i, whereas US ta.,<es on employment showed little corresponding upward movement.3

Another popular argument is that skill-biased technological change and international

trade have increased the demand for skilled labor relative to unskilled labor since the

mid- t9705, but that the wage differential between the skilled and the unskilled has

widened less in most European countries than in the US.4 Alternatively, European labor

markets are alleged to be prone to hysteresis on account of such factors as union

behavior, insider membership effects, and reduced job search by the long-term unemployed

- factors that are less prominent in the US.5 This phenomenon is said to have prolonged

the effect of the favorable labor market shocks on European unemployment in the 1950s

and 60s, and also prolonged the effect of the unfavorable labor market shocks since the

mid-t970s.

In view of the well-known difficulties these explanations have had in providing a

full account of the comparatively favorable European labor market performance up to the

mid-1970s and the comparatively unfavorable performance since then, this paper provides

a different - albeit complementary - hypothesis. It suggests that job security

provisions - which have tended to be more generous in Europe than in the US over the

entire postwar period - exert a quite different influence on employment and unemployment

when macroeconomic fluctuations are transient than when they are prolonged. Under the

relatively tranquil labor market conditions of the early postwar period, the relative

stringency of the European provisions may have served to keep the average European

unemployment rate low relative to the US rate; but in the presence of the massive,

prolonged shocks (in oil and other raw material prices, exchange rates, interest rates,

etc.) of the mid-1970s, early 80s, and early 90s, the relative stringency of the

European provisions may have driven the average European unemployment rate up relative

to the US rate.

Along similar lines, the rise in the bargaining strength of European workers over

the 60s and 70s - a development not matched in the US - may have imparted a

contractionary bias to European job security provisions, particularly once the prolonged

these explanations to he convincing.
3 Thus, as European unemployment rose, this meant that a shrinking share of employers
and employees was called upon to support a rising share of unemployed people. See, for
example, Dreze, Malinvaud, et al (1994).
4See, for example, Krueger (1995) and Krugman (1994). The European rigidity in wage
differentials is attributed to union pressure, wage legislation, minimum wages, and
social norms. Nickell and Ben (1996) however argue that the movement of skilled and
ynskilled unemployment rates in the GEeD over the 1990s does not conform to this theory.
)See, for example, Blanchard and Summers (1986).
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labor market shocks made their appearance. Our analysis suggests that, not only do

prolonged fluctuations and worker power each individually give job security legislation

a contractionary employment bias, but these two effects also complement one another. In

other words, the rise in bargaining power of European employees over the 60s and 70s may

have made European employment more vulnerable to the prolonged labor market shocks since

the mid-70s, and the prolonged labor market shocks may have amplified the adverse effect

of workers' bargaining power on employment.

Our approach also differs from Lindbeck and Snower (1988, ch.ll) who argue that

when business cycles are short and shallow, substantial firing costs induce firms to

hoard labor in recessions, whereas when the cycles are long and deep, labor is shed in a

downturn and firing costs make firms wary of rehiring this labor if the magnitude of the

subsequent upturn is uncertain. This paper, by contrast, does not consider labor

hoarding and examines the influence of firing costs on employment in the long run - over

the average of recessions and booms - rather than this intluence in the aftermath of a

particular recession.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple model of

employment and wage determination, and in this context Section 3 examines the effect of

firing cos+t.S on employment in the short and long run. Sections 4 analyzes the employment

effect of hiring costs. Finally Section 5 concludes.

2. A Simple Model of Employment and Wage Determination

Consider a labor market with a fixed number of identical fmns, each producing a

homogeneous output Q by means of a labor input L. For simplicity, let each tirm's

production function be

(1)

where b is a pOSltlve constant and Zr is a random variable representing business

conditions (e.g. productivity, the level of product demand, etc.). Variations in 2,;

generate the recessions and booms that drive the firm's hiring and firing decisions. The

evolution of 2,; is described by a two-state Markov chain. In the "good state" 2,; =z:; and

in the "bad state" Zr =ZS, where z:; and ZS are positive constants and z:; > ZS. The

probability of remaining in the previous state is P and the probahility of changing

state is (l-P). When the probability P is small, the economic fluctuations will be

called "transient" and when this probability is large, the fluctuations wiJJ be termed

4



"prolonged" .6

Let the fIrm be a price taker in the product· market.7 Let WT be the real wage in

period T, F be the fIring cost per worker fIred (constant through time) and H be the

hiring cost per worker hired. When the firm makes its employment decisions in any time

period T, it has perfect infonnation about the prevailing business conditions, Z1,

i = G, B, in that period, and it knows the Markov process generating future economic

fluctuations.

Thus the fIrm's employment decisions may be expressed as the outcome of the

following profIt maximization problem:

(2)

where 0 is the firm's discount factor and 0, ZT' b, F and H are exogenously given. The

fIrst term is the fIrm's output (or real revenue); the second is its labor cost; and the

third is its Jabor turnover cost, where CT= H when L-r;-LT - 1 > 0 and CT= -F when L-r-L-r-l
< o.

For given values of 0, b, F and H, the frrm's decision on whether to hire or fire

clearly depends on the values of ZG and Zf3. To avoid trivial result<;, we will assume

that the magnitudes of ZG and ZB (relative to the firing and hiring costs F and H) fall

within a range of values ~llch that there are three scenarios:8

6Noteth~is particularly straightforward to characterize the persistence of
economic fluctuations in this model, since we have assumed that the probability of
moving from the good state to the bad state is equal to the probability of moving from
the bad state to the good state. In practice, however, booms are usually longer than
recessions, so that the probability of remaining in a good state (pG) exceeds the
probability of remaining. in a bad state (PS). D(az and Snower (1996a) extend the model
here to allow for this difference in transition probabilities and show that the relevant
qualitative conclusion of our analysis continues to hold. SpecifIcally, they show that
when pG and ps rise by equal proportional or additive amounts, the employment effect of
fIring and hiring costs becomes more contractionary.
7 This assumption involves no substantive loss of generality. Under imperfect
competition, the marginal conditions for employment (given below) would have to be
restated in terms of marginal revenue products, which may often be expressed as line-M
transformations of the marginal products. For example, if the price elasticity of
product demand (11), the number of firms (1)), and the conjectural variations coefficient
(v, specifying the response of aggregate output to a change in the firm's output, and
thereby measuring the degree of imperfect competition) are all constants, then the
marginal revenue product of labor is ef (L), where e = v/(1)n) and f (L) is the marginal
product of labor.

8There are three other possibilities: (1) The value of ZG and ZB are sufficiently high
(relative to the firing and hiring costs) so that the firm hires new entrants when

5



(AI) The firing scenario: When economic conditions deteriorate (i.e. a good state Z; is

followed by a bad state ZB), the firm fires some (but not all) of its insiders, leaving

it with a workforce of L¥.

(A2) The hiring scenario: When economic conditions improve (a bad state ZJ3 is followed

by a good state Z;), the firm hires new entrants, and thus its labor force, Lf?:, is the

sum of these entrants and the number of insiders carried forward from the previous

period.

(A3) The retention scenario: When economic conditions do not change (i.e. a bad state is

followed by another bad state, or a good state is followed by another good ~1ate), the

firm retains its previous workforce. Thus, if the firm encountered a good ~1ate in

period r-l then L¥-l= L¥, and if there was a bad state in period T-I then Uf-l= Uf.

The wage WT is the outcome of a Nash bargain between the firm and each of it'i

employees. In each hargain, the pair of bargaining partners takes the employment of all

other employees as exogenously given, and thus each employee is perceived as the

marginal worker in the negotiation process. Assuming that the tirm's workforce is

sufficiently large, the firm's total workforce may be taken as given when the wage is

set.

When the firm makes its employment decision, it therefore knows that this

decision will affect the outcome of the wage bargains with its employees, and it can

predict this bargaining response.9

economic conditions improve, retains the workers if good economic conditions do not
change but does not tire in a bad state. In the long-run ~1ationary equilibrium,
employment remains co~1ant through time. Since there is no firing under this regime, a
change in firing or hiring costs that is sufficiently small to maintain the regime has
no effect on employment. (2) The values of Z; and ZB are sufficiently low (relative to
the firing and hiring costs) so 'that the firm has no incentive to hire new entrants in a
good ~iate. In this regime there is no· incentive to hire workers in the first place, and
consequently employment is zero. (3) The value of Z; is sufficiently high and the value
of ZJ3 is sufficiently low (relative to the fIring and hiring costs) so that the frrm has
an incentive to hire new entr.mts in a good state and to fire all its insiders in a bad
state. This case is trivial in that firing cost,; here have no effect on the firing
decision.

9Diaz and Snower (1996b) extend the model of this paper by distinguishing between the
firm's wage negotiations with its insiders and entrants. Within this framework, it makes
no difference to the qualitative conclusions of our analysis whether we assume that
employment decisions are made taking the wage repercussions into account, or that wage
decisions are made taking the employment repercussions into account.

6



We assume that as soon as a worker is hired, his job is associated with the

tiring cost F. Furthermore, assume that all workers have the same productivity in the

sense that, for any given level of employment, each worker would have the same marginal

product if employed at the firm. Thus we do not need to distinguish between the

bargaining positions of incumbent employees and new recruits. to
We begin by considering the wage bargain and then turn to the employment

decision.

2.1 Wage Bargaining

In the Nash bargaining process, the worker's surplus at time t is the difference

between the present value of wage payments under bargaining agreement (YlJ and the

present value under disagreement (YD; and the firm's surplus is the difference bet'.veen

the present value of profits under agreement (Xi) and the present value under

disagreement (xV, where i=G in a good state and i=B in a bad state.

Let Mi be the present value of current and expected future profits generated by

the marginal employee minus that employee's current labor costs; and let ht = H when the

firm is hiring and ~=0 when it is not hiring. Then the present value of the profit

generated by the marginal employee under bargaining agreement is11

(3)

Under bargaining disagreement, employees are assumed to produce no output and

engage in indu~trial action, which could take such forms as absenteeism, work to rule

or even sabotage. The purpose of this action is to impose a cost on the firm, so as to

worsen the firm's fall-back position and thereby to increase the negotiated wage. Let us

measure the level of the industrial action in terms of this cost. We assume that the

action is co~'tless to the workers and that they are able to manipulate it in accordance

with their own interests. Then the worker will seek to set the level of this action as

high as possible without inducing the frrm to frre him. Let the firm's profit from

dismissing a worker be -F-k-~, where F is the fmng cost and k (a constant, k ~ 0)

stands for costs unrelated to hiring and firing. 12 Then the worker will set the level of

101n other words, when an outsider is hired, he becomes an insider.
lIlt is convenient to divide the marginal worker's profit in this way since the wage
negotiations are about wt, and not about the marginal product or the hiring cost.
Current firing costs do not enter this expression because the marginal worker is not
fired.
12For example, k could be interpretted as the loss to the firm arising from a fall in
consumer good-will or a deterioration of unused capital equipment (which, for

7



the industrial action such that the fIrm's marginal profit under disagreement is

-F-k-ht, for then the finn is indifferent between retaining and replacing the worker.

Thus the firm's profit surplus in period t is

Xl - xt = (kit - WiJ - (-F - k)

Under bargaining agreement in period t, the worker receives the present value

CXl

(4)

(5)

where Et is tbe expectation at time t, given that the state i=G,B prevails in this time

period. Under disagreement, the worker's fall-back position is. Wl, which could be

interpreted as financial support from family and friends during a breakdown in the wage

negotiations. We assume that such a breakdown, however, has no effect on the worker's

future expected wages. Thus the present value of the worker's wage income under

bargaining disagreement in period t is

(6)

T=t+I

Consequently, the worker's bargaining surplus in period t is

>1 - Yi = "1 - lVO

Thus the Nash bargaining problem is

( )Il( )(I-IllMaximize n = Wl - w> Ml - wt. + F + k
Wi

Solving, we obtain the negotiated wage:

simplicity, are not specified within our model).

8

(7)

(8)

(9)



Observe that this wage setting equation is quite standard in that the wage

depe!1ds linearly. on the marginal profitability of labor and the firing cost. Other wage

determination models with this property would also yield the qualitative. conclusions of

our analysis.

2.2 The EmploymenJ Decision

The firm sets its employment so that the present value of expected profit

generated by the marginal employee is zero:

(10)

(See the appendix.) This condition asserts that in a good state (where 0; = H), workers

are hired until the marginal worker's expected profit is equal to the hiring cost H; and

in a bad state (where CS = -F) workers are fired until the marginal worker's expected

profit is equal to the tiring cost F.B

Substituting Ml = "1 + 0 into (9), we find that the equilibrium wage in a good

state is

(11)

and in a bad state it is 14

It can be shown that

( ) aWl [ iMt. = ZG 1 - bLr. - aL~Lr. + <3 PH - (l-p)FJ

(12)

(13)

t3"Specifically, in a hIring scenario, the condition M¥. - W{ - H = 0 implies that a
positive number of people is hired, whereas in the retention scenario (after a good
state) this condition is satisfied at zero hiring. Similarly, in the firing scenario,
the condition MFi - ~ + F = 0 implies that a positive number of people is fired, where
in the retention scenario (after a bad state) it is satisfied at zero firing.
)4This wage does not depend on the hiring and firing costs, because (i) in a bad state
there is no hiring and (ii) the marginal profitability of the firm's workforce is -F,
its fall-back position is -F - k, and thus its profit surplus is (-F + k + F) = k.

9



(see the appendix), i.e. the marginal profitability of labor in a good state (excluding

the current labor co~ts) is eql,1al to the sum of the following terms:

(i) The marginal product of labor in a good state (the first right-hand term): aQlaL~ =

ZG(1 - bL~).

(ii) The effect of the tirm's employment decision on its current wage payments (the

second right-hand term), where

aM¥.
--LG

Il LG ta t
(14)

by (9) and (13). Thus any increase in employment reduces the bargained wage, which

further raises employment (and mutatis mutandis for any reduction in employment).

(iii) the future expected marginal profitability of labor: with probabilit"j P the

current good state continues in the next period, in which case the marginal worker's

profitability will be equal to the hiring cost H (as in the current period); and with

probability (l-P) a bad state occurs, in which case the marginal worker is fired and the

firm then bears the firing cost F.

Substituting (11), (13) and (14) into (10), we obtain the marginal condition for

hiring (in a good state):

H (15)

i.e. the marginal product of labor minus the marginal wage cost plus the marginal future

profitability is equal to the current hiring cost.

Similarly, in a bad state,

( )
'aW( [ JZJ3 1 - bL~ - -·-L~ + 0 -PF + (l-P)H
aL~

and the marginal condition for firing (when there is a bad state) is

10

-F

(16)

(17)



by equations (10), (12) and (16), i.e. the marginal profitability of the firm's

workforce is equal to the firing cost. (The interpretation of the left-hand terms is

analogous to that for the good state.)

Conditions (I5) and (17) imply that employment in the three scenarios is

zo- [w> +T:ufF+H+k)] -H+oPH-o( 1-p)F
Hiring scenario: L~ = (1 +Il)l-_=--__-_Il --='-- _

2Gb
(18a)

Firing scenario: L~

ze-[w>+#] +F-oPF+a(l-p)H

(l +Il) ZSb (18b)

Retention scenario: L~ = L~_l and L~ = L~_l (18e)

Equations (11), (i2). (18a), (I8h), and (18c) describe the equilibrium wage and

employment in the good and bad stares. In the next section we analyze how firing costs

affect employment.

3. Employment, Firing Costs and Economic Fluctuations

As noted in Section 1, firing cost'> affect employment both directly and

indirectly via wage determination. 15 Each of these effects may be evaluated (a) in the

short nm: (aLG/aF) and (eLs/aF), i.e. the employment effect of firing costs in period

t, given the state i = G,B in that period, and (b) the long run: aE(L)/aF, where16

(19)

i.e. the expected effect of firing costs on average employment. as t approaches

mince the labor market equilibrium is stationary through time, we henceforth drop the
time subscript. .
t <Yrhe reason is that the long-run probabilities of being in the good and bad states are

ITI = ill') = i, i=B,G. Note that when the Markov process Zr goes to infinity (-r->oo),

the limiting probability does not depend on the initial state.

11



infinity.

3.1 The Shon Run Effect of Firing Costs

In the good state, the employment effect of firing costs is

aLG = -(I + )[a(1-p) + ,.d(l-M)l < 0
aF M ZCb ZCb J (20)

by equation (18a). Here the first term in square brackets (-o(l-P)/Z!'b) is the direct

effect of firing costs on employment (illustrated by the horizontal arrow in Figure 1):

in the good state, the firm faces a probability (1-P) that it will fall into a bad state

and have to pay firing costs; 17 thereby firing costs discourage hiring.

Firing cost,; also affect employment indirectly via wage determination. The second

term in square brackets is the "fall-back effect" (illustrated by the arrow pointing

downward in Figure 1): an increase in firing costs reduces the firm's fall-back po~ition

in wage bargaining and thereby leads to a higher negotiated wage. 18 The tenn (1 +M) is the

"feedback effect" (pictured by the right-hand loop in Figure I): when firing cost';

reduce employment, they thereby raise the marginal product of labor which, in turn,

raises the wage and reduces employment further (by the wage equation (9) and equation

(15».

Observe that both the direct and indirect effects operate in the same direction.

The relative magnitude of these effect'i depends crucially on two parameters: 19

(i) The greater is the worker's bargaining power (M), the larger will be the indirect

effect (comprising the fall-back effect and the feedback effect).

(ii) The more prolonged are the economic tluctuations (i.e. the greater is P), the

smaller the effect of firing costs on employment. Specitically,

(21)

17In equation (14), an increase in the firing cost F reduces the future profitability of
the marginal worker (in the third left-band term) and thus reduces the profit-maximizing
level of employment.
18By equation (11), (aW;/aF) = l.tI(l-M).
19It also depends on productivity ZC, as discussed later.
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i.e. the smaller is the probability of moving from the good state to a bad one, the

smaller the influence of tiring costs on current hiring.

In the bad stale, the employment effect of tiring costs is

aP = (1 + )[1 -oP] > 0
aF fl ZJ3h (22)

by equation (18a). The term in square brackets is the direct effect of firing costs on

employment: at any given wage, firing cm;ts discourage firing (for the more costly it

currently is to fire workers, the more of them will currently be retained).20

The indirect effect consists entirely of the feedback effect (1 +fl). Firing costs

have no fall-back effect on the wage (3'W9 /aF = 0), since an increase in F reduces the

firm's fall-back position and also increases the marginal product of labor by the same

amount, and thus the firm's profit surplus in wage negotiations remains unaffected.

Thus the overall effect of firing costs on employment in the bad state is

positive: These costs discourage firing, and this direct effect is amplified through the

feedback effect.21

Observe that, as in the good state, an increa..<;e in the workers' bargaining power

(fl) augments the indirect effect and thus makes employment more responsive to fIring

cosK On the other hand, the greater is P (more prolonged are the economic

fluctuations), the smaller will be the effect of firing costs on employment.

Specifically, the greater the probability of remaining in the bad state, the less

effective firing costs become in discouraging firing:

(23)

by equation (22).

3.2 The Long Run EffeL1 of Firing Costs

20this effect is partially offset by the fact that an increase in current firing costs
reduces the future marginal profitability of workers if the bad state continues. (In
equation (17), workers are fired until their expected marginal profitability equals the
(negative) cost of frring.)
21lt reduces the marginal product of labor and thus leads to a fall in the negotiated
wage, which raises employment further.

13



Given the short-run employment effects of firing costs in

(equation (20» and the bad state (equation 22), the long-run effect is

aE(L) = 1 [eLG -I- aLB] = 1(1 + )[_ o(l-P) + ~/(hl) + l-oPj
------ar 2 aF . aF 2 ~ 2Gb ZJ3b

the good ~1ate

(24)

which may be decomposed into the direct and indirect effects of tiring costs:

aE(L) = 1(1 +. )[[_ 8(1-P) + ~j _[_1 ~ ]]---ar 2 . M. ZCb ZBb 2Gb Ti1 (24b)

The first term in square brackel~ is the sum of the direct effect of firing costs

in the good and bad states, respectively. As in Bentolila and Bertola, this direct

effect is positive: for any given real wage, a rise in the firing cost discourages

firing by more than it discourages hiring. 22 The second term in bracket~ is the fall-back

effect. The feedback effect amplifies the re~m]tant of the direct effect and the fall

back effect.

Consequently, whether tiring costs stimulate or reduce employment in t'te long run

depends on the relative magnitudes of the positive direct effect and the negative fa11

baCk effect, as shown in Figure 1. If the direct effect (from the F box to the L box in

the figure) dominates the fall-back effect (from the F box via the W box to the L box),

then firing costs raise employment, and this influence is then magnified through the

feedback effect. On the other hand, if the fall-back effect dominates the direct effect,

then firing costs have a contractionary influence on long-run employment.

The relative magnitude of the direct effect and the fall-back effect can be shown

to depend on the workers' bargaining power and the persistence (P) of the economic

fluctuations.

The greater is the workers' bargaining power (p.), the greater will be the fall

back effect, since this bargaining power determines the degree to which they are able to

exploit the firm's fall-back position in wage negotiations. The direct effect, however,

remains unchanged, while the feedback effect is augmented. By equation (24), the

22There are two reasons for this. First, in a bad state the firm faces certain firing
costs at present, whereas in a good state it faces the uncertain prospect (with
probability I-P) of firing costs in the future (discounted by a). Second, employment is
more re~-ponsive to firing costs in a bad state than in a good state since productivity
ZS in the bad state is lower than productivity z:; in the good state.
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workers' bargaining power (jl) intluences the effect of tiring costs on long-term

employment in the following way:

(25)

where the fIrst right-hand term represents the augmented feedback effect and the second

right-hand term denotes the augmented fall-back effect. It can be shown that, for

plausible parameter values, this expression is negative, i.e. the greater is the

workers' bargaining power, the morecontractionary is the effect of tiring costs on

long-term employment.

- To see this, observe that a2E(L)/aFa~ is positive only when BE(L)/aF is

sufficiently positive. In particular, substituting (24b) into (25), we find that

a2E(L)/aFa~ > 0 when

(26)

Recalling that in practice output and productivity rarely if ever Huctuate by more than

30% between recession and boom, it is apparent condition (26) only holds when z;:;. is

implausibly large relative to za. SpecifIcally, observe that the right-hand term is an

increasing function of P and ~. Setting these parameters very conservatively at P = ~ =

0, we find that when 0 = 0.9, condition (26) holds only when ZP/ZS > 1.9.

Furthermore, if the workers' bargaining power ~ is sufficiently large:

~ > /1-
Z;:;(l-oP) - ZSo(l-P)

ZG(l-oP) - ZBo(1-P) + ZB
(27)

then an increase in firing c,osts reduce long-term employment.23

From equation (24) we find that the more prolonged are the economic fluctuations

(i.e. the greater is the probability P of remaining in the previous state), the more

contractionary will be the effect of firing costs on employment:

(28)

23Irthe mequallty goes the other way, fIring costs stimulate long-term employment.
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as illustrated in Figure 2. To see this, observe that the only way in which a change in

the probability P influences the firm's employment decision - as well as the effect of

the firing cost on this employment decision - is via its influence on the employees'

marginal expected future profit:24

• In a good state, the marginal expected future profit is o[PH - (l-P)FJ (by equation

(15)), since the marginal profitability of labor is equal to H in a future good state and

-F in a future bad state. A unit rise in the firing cost thus has a contractionary effect

on the marginal expected future profit by -o(l-P). As P rises, the probability of remaining

in a good state rises; hence the probability that the firm will have to pay the firing cost

falls, and this weakens the contractionary effect of the tiring cost - by the factor <3.

• In a bad state, the marginal expected future profit is o[-PF + (l-P)HJ (by equation

(17», since the marginal profitability of labor is equal to -F in a future bad state and H

in a good state. A unit rise in the firing cost thus has a contractionary effect on the

marginal expected future profit by -oP. As P rises, the probability of remaining in a bad

state rises and this ~1rengthens the contractionary effect of firing costs - again by the

factor o.

In short, a rise in P weakens the contractionary effect of the firing cost on the

marginal expected future profit in a good state by the same amount as it strengthens

this contractionary effect in a bad state. Now observe that since the firm hires or

fires workers up to the point at which the present value of the marginal profitability

of labor is zero, any change in the marginal expected future profit is met by an

opposite change in the current marginal product of laboT (amplified by the feedback

effect). Consequently, a rise· in P weakens the expansionary effect of the firing cost on

the current margjnal product of labor in a good state by the same amount as it

strengthens this expansionary effect in a bad state.

Furthermore, since the marginal product of laboT (amplified by the feedback

effect) in a good state is (ZG(l - (b/(l +jJ.))LG)) and in a bad state is (ZS(l 

(b/(l +jJ.»)LB», employment is" less responsive to the marginal product of labor in a good

state than in a bad state. This is what we would expect in practice: since labor

productivity, at any given level of employment, is higher in a good state than in a bad

state, a given change in the marginal product of tabor can be achieved by a smaller

adjustment of employment in a good state than in a bad ~1ate. By implication, a rise in

the probability P weakens the expansionary effect of the firing cost on employment in a

good state by less than it strengthens the contractionary effect in a bad state.

24The reason is that the firm knows whether there is a good or bad state in the current
period when making its current employment decision.
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Consequently, a rise in P reduces long-run employment.25

When the probability P is greater than a particular critical value

P>P"
8('C - ZJ3)

(29)

then, for any given bargaining power parameter 11, productivities zj; and ZJ3, and discount

factor 8, firing costs reduce the long-run employment level. Conversely, when P < P",

firing cost stimulate employment in the long run, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Furthermore, when 11 rises from 111 to J.Lz in Figure 2, the smaller is the value of

(aE(L)/aF) for any given value of P. Expressed differently, the greater is the

employees' bargaining power, the less prolonged the macroeconomic fluctuations need to

be before the firing cost has a contractionary effect on average employment.

Equation (28) also implies that workers' bargaining power (t-t) and the durability

of economic fluctuations (P) have complementary effect') on the influence of firing costs

on employment. The greater is the workers' bargaining power 11, the more is the direct

effect of firing costs amplified through the feedback effect, and thus the more

contrclctionary is the bias that persistence parameter P imparts to the employment effect

of firing cost').

4. Employment, Hiring Costs and Economic Fluctuations

The short- and long-run employment effect of hiring costs is qualitatively

similar to that of firing costs (analyzed in Section 3). Once again, hiring costs have a

direct and an indirect effect (via wage formation) on employment, and the relative

magnitude of these effects depends on workers' bargaining power and on the durability of

economic fluctuations.

4.1 The Short Run Effect of Hiring Costs

25This result can be shown to hold for a broad family of production functions in which
macroeconomic productivity shocks enter multiplicatively. The only circumstances under
which employment may be more responsive to the marginal product of labor in a good state
than in a bad state are when the marginal product of labor diminishes at a sufficiently
declining rate (i.e. the third derivative of output with respect to labor is
sufficiently positive). But even then, as Diaz and Snower (1996b) show, a rise in P
still imparts a contractionary bias to the effect of firing costs on employment,
provided that the firing costs are sufficiently large.
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In the good state, the employment effect of hiring costs is

aLG = -(1 + )[1 - oP + ,.L!(l-/-L)] < 0
aH /-L ~b ~b

(30)

by equation (18a). By the direct effect -(1-oP)/'lf'b (from the H box to the L box in

Figure 3», hiring costs discourage hiring and thereby reduce employment, at any given

real wage.26 The second term in square brackets is the "profitability effect" (from the H

box to the L box via the W box in Figure 3): an increase in the hiring cost H induces

the firm to increase the marginal product of labor by the same amount and thereby

increases the firm's profit surplus in the wage negotiations. The greater the profit

surplus, the higher will be the wage. 27 The feedback effect (illustrated by the right

hand loop in Figure 3) is given by term (1 +/-L), which amplifies the employment effect of

hiring costs.

Observe that both the direct and indirect effects operate in the same direction.

The indireL1 effect depends positively on the workers' bargaining power (/-L). Moreover,

the more prolonged are the economic fluctuations, the weaker the effect of hiring cost')

on employment:

(31)

i.e. the greater is the probability of remaining in the good state, the smaller the

influence of hiring costs on current hiring.

In the bad state, the employment effect of hiring costs is

aL8 = (1 + )[o(1-p)] > 0
aH /-L ZJ3b (32)

by equation (I8b). The direct effect (in square brackets) indicates that hiring costs

discourage firing (the more costly it is to hire workers in the future, the more of them

will currently be retained). The indirect effect consists entirely of the feedback

effect (1 +/-L). Hiring costs do not influence the equilibrium wage in a bad state because

26In equation (15), an increase in the hiring cost H reduces the profitability of the
marginal worker.
27By the wage equation (11), observe that (a'NU/aH) = /-L/(I-Jl).
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the ftrm is not hiring: (alNB/aH) = O.

Thus the ovemll effect of hiring costs on employment in the bad state is

positive: These costs discourage ftring, and thereby mise employment; this in turn is

amplitied via the feedback effect.28

Observe that, as in the good state, an increase in the workers' bargaining power

(J.l) augments the indirect effect and thus makes employment more responsive to hiring

costs. On the other hand, the greater is P (more prolonged are the economic

tluctuations), the smaller will be the effect of hiring costs on employment.

Specifically, the greater the probability of remaining in the bad state, the less

effective hiring costs become in discouraging fIring:

(33)

by equation (32).

4.2 The Long Run Effect of Hiring Costs

The long-run effect of hiring costs on employment is

8E(L) _ 1 [aLG 8LB] = 1(1 + )[_ I - oP + J.l/(l-J.l) + OO-p)]
aB - 2 all + aH 2 J.l ZSb 7fJb

which may be expressed as

~ = 11+ )[[_~ + ill.i.2] _[_1 J.l]]aH "1.' J.l Zf>b 7fJb ZSb T=;:L

(34)

(34b)

Here the first term is the sum of the direct effect of hiring cost<; in the good and bad

states, by equations (30) and (32): hiring costs H discourage both hiring and firing.

The relative magnitude of each effect is ambiguous and depends on the difference between

ZS and ZJ3. For ZS and ZJ3 sufficiently close, the negative effect of H on the hiring

decision dominates and long-run employment decreases with hiring costs. However, for z::.

23i.e. It reduces the marginal product of labor and thus leads to a fall in the
negotiated wage, which raises employment further.
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sufficiently larger than ZS ,29 the reduction of firing in bad times may offset the

reduction of hiring in good times, and the direct effect of hiring costs on long-run

employment may be positive.

The second term in equation (34b) describes the profitability effect. Since

(aw-/aH) = IJ./(l-IJ.) in the good state and (a'W8/aH) = 0 in the bad state, the

profitability effect is negative. The feedback effect (the term (l +IJ.» amplifies the

effect of hiring costs on employment.

Hiring costs raise long-run employment only if the direct effect is positive and

dominates the profitability effect, as shown in Figure 3. Otherwise, hiring costs reduce

long-run employment. The sign and magnitude of the influence of hiring co~ts on long-run

employment depends, besides on the difference between ZP and ZS (which determines if the

direct effect is positive or negative), on the workers' bargaining power and the

durability of economic fluctuations.

The greater is the workers' bargaining power (IJ.), the greater will be the

profitability effect (aw-/aH) = IJ./(l-IJ.) and the feedback effect, while the direct effect

remains unchanged. From equation (34) we find that the influence of IJ. on the effect of

hiring costs on long-term employment is

1 aE(L) 1 1 (1 +IJ.)
1+IJ. BR - "2 ZPb (1-1J.)2

(35)

where the first right-hand term represents the augmented feedback effect and the second

right-hand term represents the augmented fall-back effect. As in the case of firing

costs, for plausible parameter values, this expression is negative, i.e. the greater is

the workers' bargaining power, the more contractionary is the effect of hiring costs on

long-term employment.30 Moreover, if the workers' bargaining power IJ. is sufficiently

large such that the following condition is satisfied:

29Recall that since ZP > ZS, employment in a bad state is more responsive to a change in
hiring costs than employment in a good state.
By equation (34), we find that 82E(L)/aH81J. > 0 when

z; > 1 - oP + (J +1J.)/(l-~)

ZS o(1-P)

For P = IJ. = 0, and 5 0.9, this condition holds when ZG/ZJ3 > 2/0.9.
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ZCo(I-P) - ZS(l - oP)
ZCo(l-P) - ZS(1 - op) + za (36)

then the profitability effect compensates the direct effect and long-term employment

decreases with H.

Furthermore, as in the case of firing costs. the more prolonged are the economic

fluctuations, the more contractionary will be the effect of hiring costs on employment.

Specifically, by equation (34),

a2E~L) = 0 (1 + ) [1- _1-] < 0
7fHa? lj iJ. ZC ZS (37)

The probability P influences tIle direct effect. and this influence is magnified

through the feedback effect (the tenn (1 +iJ.». Notice that equation (37) is identical to

the influence of P on the employment effect of tiring cost.. (equation (28». The

underlying intuition is similar: an increase in P weakens the direct effect in both good

and bad times. Since employment is more responsive to hiring costs in good times than in

bad times, the former effect dominates and the influence of P on the employment effect

of hiring costs is negative.

In particular, when P is greater than a critical value P",

P > P"
o(ZG - ZB)

(38)

hiring costs reduce the long-run employment level, for given iJ., 0 and z:. and ZB. (When P

< P', hiring costs raise long-run employment.)30

As in the case of firing CO~lS, equation (37) shows that the workers' bargaining

power and the durability of economic fluctuations have complementary influences on the

long-run employment effect of hiring co~1s.

5. Conclusions

The theme of this paper is that job security proVISIons can have quite different

employment effects when labor market shocks are prolonged and employees have much

310bserve that the greater is iJ., the smaller is 'P. Also observe that, for ZB>oz:.(l-iJ.), P
is always greater than P'.
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bargaining power than when the shocks are transient and employees are weak. This theme

sugge~1s that under the relatively tranquil labor market conditions of the 1950s and

60s, when macroeconomic fluctuations were transient and workers had comparatively

limited bargaining strength, Europe's tight job security provisions may have done little

harm to European employment - and may even have stimulated it - but once the

fluctuations became prolonged and workers bee-ame more powelful, this legislation may

have come to acquire a much more adverse employment effect.

Needless to say, there are many other reasons why European unemployment appears to

have trended upwards over the past two decades while US unemployment has remained

essentially trendless. Our explanation differs from the rest not only in its focus on

the interplay between macroeconomic fluctuations and the wage-employment determination

process, but also in its implicit prognosis for the future. Whereas many policy makers

believe that European unemployment is doomed to remain high as long as its welfare state

entitlement remain generous and job security provisions remain stringent, our analysis

suggests that one potentially important reason for the European unemployment problem has

been the succession of prolonged macroeconomic shocks since the mid-1970s. Should these

shocks become more transient once again, then European job security legislation may play

a different role in labor market activity.
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Appendix: The dynamic optimization problem:

The firm's problem is

Given the assumptions about the evolution of the random variable Z, EV(Lt +1) equals

(A2)

Le. with probability P the firm remains in state Zi and obtains the maximum profit

V(4+1) and with probability (l-P) it changes state and obtains the maximum profit

V(Ltl)·

The first order condition is

(A3)

where

(A4)

aV(!.i+l)
(i) Solving for --.-:

aLt

Observe that V(4) = V(Ltl): if economic conditions do not change, the firm faces the

same decision in period t and t+ 1. Therefore, the optimal employment decision is the

same in both periods and the firm will retain its Li workers in period t+ 1. Thus, the

marbJ1nal profit in period t+ I is equal to ('I:

aV(4+J = ('I

a4
(A5)



aV(Ltl)
(i) Solving for --.-:

a4
Li~l does not depend on 4. Thus, by equation (AI), the

V(LL]) depends on 4 is through -O(LL1-q). Therefore,

aV(LLa
----0

aM!
(iii) Solving for _.t:

cL{

By equations (A4)-(A6),

only channel through which

(A6)

( )
BA'Il

NIl = Z; I - bLt - Il-V + oP 0 + o(l-P)OaLl t

thus,

a2Mi
because -- = O.

aLl2

(A7)

(A8)

By equations (A3), (A7) and (A8), the first order conditions in good and bad

times are

2
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